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SUMMARY

The capability to build up stable, switchable catalysts for complex
artificial systems that can mimic the responsiveness of biological
systems to multiple triggers is highly desirable and challenging.
Herein, we engineer such a system by physically locking catalytically
active metal clusters (MCs) inside individual cationic molecular
organic cages (I-Cages), where the responsive and task-specific
counteranions of I-Cages impart MCs with a programmable gating
effect. This allows for precise spatial and temporal control over
chemical reactions by regulating accessibility of reagents to the
MC sites. Following this strategy, we have successfully tailored cat-
alytic activity of a series of model catalysis (e.g., methanolysis of
ammonia borane, and the reduction of 4-nitroaniline) by employing
light and pH stimuli, as well as their combination, for programmable-
activity control.
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INTRODUCTION

Artificial switchable catalysts, in which the catalytic activity can be modulated in

response to external stimuli, have emerged as one of the most attractive themes

recently because of their grand significance in mimicking specific and automatic,

enzyme-driven reactions in nature.1–6 Metal clusters (MCs) of high catalytic activity

and selectivity are favorable for developing that switching catalysis.7–9 Such MC-

based catalytic systems are, to date, dominated by the surface-binding ligand

approach including grafting functional capping agents and/or organic polymers

onto MCs. In these cases, the external stimuli drives rearrangement of the ligand

layer to substantially modulate the accessibility and subsequent catalytic activity of

the underlying metal surface.10,11 However, the ligand approach that relies on

directly binding active sites of MCs suffers from the fact that the MC, as the

core of this catalyst system. is labile and prone to size variation because of the

altered metal-ligand binding strength upon external stimuli (temperature, pH,

etc.), leading to cluster aggregation and the subsequent partial or total loss of

activity.12,13 In addition, this approach endures a trade-off, i.e., binding a high-en-

ergy, catalytically active surface by polar groups of ligands restricts the accessi-

bility of reactants to these active sites during catalysis.14–16 Therefore, improving

both efficiency and stability of MC-based stimuli-responsive catalytic systems is

highly desirable and challenging, in particular for complex artificial systems (e.g.,

mimicking the responsiveness of biological systems to multiple triggers) with

advanced functions.17–19

An organic molecular cage is a class of multifunctional materials20–30 that shows

distinct advantages in confining MCs into its inner cavity for liquid-phase
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s).
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catalysis.31–33 Its discrete micropore and molecular solubility in common solvents

enables fairly soluble and processible MCs with more metal sites exposed to re-

agents for high activity than the ligand-based model.34,35 In addition, the cage-

confinement brings MCs with enhanced size stability, which can be sustained

even in harsh chemical conditions, qualifying the cages as model catalytic

systems.36,37 In recent years, a series of MCs, including Au, Pd, Pt, Ag, and metal

oxides, have been physically confined in organic cages for a broad range

of catalytic reactions, including oxidation, dye degradation, and reduction reac-

tions, among others.38–43 Despite rapid progress in this area, few examples have

been successful in achieving stimuli-responsive switching catalysis with this

system.44,45

Herein, we design a stable MC-based ‘‘smart’’ catalytic system via an ionic molecular

cage (I-Cage) approach, in which the cage cation locks the MC to avoid size variation

and the associated anion brings the designable responsiveness that is then trans-

ferred to the MC. As such, instead of a conventional strategy to covalently or ioni-

cally bind stimuli-responsive ligands directly to the MC, here, we ionically associate

them only to the I-Cage that physically encapsulates an MC in its core. The counter

anions of I-Cage are easy to change and impart the MC core with programmable

gating effects for precise spatial and temporal control over chemical reactions by

regulating the accessibility to the metal sites. As a proof of concept, we successfully

tailored the catalytic activity of a series of model catalyses (e.g., methanolysis of

ammonia borane and reduction of 4-nitroaniline) by employing light and pH stimuli,

as well as their combination for programmable activity control, which is highly desir-

able for an artificial catalyst to achieve on-demand catalytic activity for task-specific

applications.46–49
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and characterization of stimuli-responsive MC@I-Cages

Because of electrostatic repulsion, noble MCs locked inside cationic organic cages

(denoted as MC@I-Cage) are well dispersed in solvents and are chemically paired

with counter anions that are mobile and are associated with the I-Cage. Our idea

was to introduce environmental-adaptive anions straightforward to the MC@I-

Cage (Figure 1), so that the gating function is encoded into the chemical structure

of the building units. The selected anions, e.g., azobenzoate (Azo) and octanoate

(Oct) endowed MC@I-Cages-X (X = counter anion) with photo- and pH- responsive

properties, respectively (Figure S1). The experiment started with synthesis of

MC@I-Cage-Cl, in which MC was encapsulated into the parent I-Cage-Cl by wet

chemical reduction of the corresponding metal salts, as reported previously.45 Ex-

change of Cl� with the above-mentioned specific counter anions generated MC@I-

Cage-Azo and MC@I-Cage-Oct, respectively, with target gating functions (see

supplemental information for synthetic details). The successful anion-exchange

was confirmed by proton and carbon nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR and
13C-NMR) spectroscopy (Figures S2–S9), which revealed a stoichiometric equiva-

lent of 12 counter anions around one I-Cage (Figures S6–S8). The titration test

of I-Cage-Cl with an aqueous AgNO3 solution produced no precipitate, confirming

the quantitative replacement of Cl�. The size of the MCs of our interest, here Pt

and Au, was determined by high-angle, annular, dark-field scanning transmission

electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) to be 0.54 G 0.20 and 0.68 G 0.20 nm,

respectively (Figure 2), indicating that MCs remain encapsulated inside the

I-Cage along with the anion-exchange process. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) measurements identified the expected existence of metallic Pt (binding
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021



Figure 1. Schematic of stimuli-responsive MC@I-Cages

Schematic of photo-, pH- and multi-stimuli-responsive MC@I-Cages by responsive counteranions.
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energy at 76.3 and 72.9 eV) (Figure S10A) and Au (binding energy at 88.7 and 84.2

eV) (Figure S10B)

Adjustable catalytic performance of Pt@I-Cage-Azo under photo-stimuli

condition

As a model system, an Azo-cage was used to elucidate the stimuli-responsive pro-

cess, which was mainly caused by the photoisomerization behavior of the azo moi-

eties in the compound. Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) and 1H-NMR spectroscopies

were performed to study the photo-responsive process. Figure 3B displays the ab-

sorption spectra of Azo-cage in methanol solution (�0.01 mM) after continuous UV

light irradiation. The absorbance at �322 nm (assigned to the bonding-antibonding

orbital [p-p*] transition of the trans-Azo moiety) decreases remarkably in intensity,

whereas a slight increase of the band at �430 nm appeared (assigned to the n-p*

transition of the cis-Azo moiety). The photo-stationary state of the Azo-cage can

be achieved after 5 min of irradiation, and the proportion of trans-Azo in the

I-Cage-Azo varied from 85% to 30% (Table S1), as estimated by UV-Vis spectros-

copy. Such a process is reversible upon irradiation with the visible light (Figure 3B,

inset). The current system is robust and proven by at least six cycles (Figure 3C). In

addition, the photoisomerization behavior of the Azo-cage was evaluated by 1H

NMR spectroscopy (Figures 3D, S11, and S12), along with a similar conversion ratio

to that of UV-Vis spectral analysis.

After proving the photo-responsive properties of Azo-cage, the adjustable catalytic

performance of Pt@I-Cage-Azo was investigated under the photo-stimuli condition

using methanolysis reaction of ammonia borane (AB) as a model of catalysis

(Scheme S1). Figure 3E showed the time course for hydrogen generation from the
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021 3



Figure 2. HAADF-STEM characterization of MC@I-Cages

(A) HAADF-STEM images and the size distribution histograms (in inset) of Pt@I-Cage-Azo.

(B) HAADF-STEM images and the size distribution histograms (in the inset) of Au@I-Cage-Oct.

Note that the cage itself is invisible; thus, the size obtained here stands only for the metallic core.
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methanolysis of AB in the presence of Pt@I-Cage-Azo. Under Vis-irradiation, the re-

action was completed in 6 min, with a turnover frequency (TOF) of 83 min�1 (Pt/AB =

0.006), whereas, under UV-irradiation, the reaction was completed in 16 min, with a

TOF of 31 min�1. These results indicate that the trans form of Azo moieties in the

cage was more favorable to boost the catalytic activity. Moreover, the Pt@I-Cage-

Cl did not show any activity change upon light-irradiation (Figure S13), indicative

of a dominant role for the photoactive counteranion in modulating catalytic activity.

To highlight the controllable catalytic activity of Pt@I-Cage-Azo, the reaction was

conducted under alternating irradiation of UV and Vis light. As shown in Figure 3F,

the repeated ‘‘fast/slow’’ cycle can proceed until the AB was completely consumed.

Graphic representation for the transformation between trans and cis forms of Azo

moieties in Pt@I-Cage-Azo was shown in Figure 3G.

To pinpoint the effect of a configurational change on the mechanism of switching

catalysis, cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) analysis of samples before and

after stimuli treatment was performed. An increase in the average size of Pt@I-

Cage-Azo from 3.7 G 0.40 to 4.4 G 0.40 nm after Vis stimuli was observed (Fig-

ure S14), whereas the size of the MC as core according to HAADF-STEM measure-

ments (Figure S15) is maintained. This outcome suggests that such size increase

observed in cryo-EM after external stimuli treatment should be reasonably attrib-

uted to the configurational change of azo anion, which in turn alters the affinity be-

tween the azo anion and the cationic cage. Since the association of the counterions

to the cages should be dynamic in solution, 1H DOSY NMR was performed to

compare the interaction between Azo anions and Pt@Cage under different condi-

tions (Figures S16 and S17). The result clarifies that Azo anions diffuse faster after

Vis irradiation (D = 4.23 3 10�6 cm2 s�1) than that after UV irradiation (D = 3.49 3

10�6 cm2 s�1), indicating the stronger interaction between Azo anions and Pt@Cage

under UV condition. Because the 1H diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR

experiment measures the average dimension of the structures of the isomers, which

sums over all directions and could be very comparable, such variation in the diffusion

coefficient (21%) in the current system is large enough to reveal the different bind

affinity of Azo containing isomers to a specific substance, which is also consistent

with the variation in Azo isomers reported in the literature.50 Dynamic light
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021



Figure 3. Photo-responsive catalytic performance of Pt@I-Cage-Azo

(A) Trans and cis states of the Azo anion. The positions of the hydrogen atoms are labeled alphabetically.

(B) Time-dependent UV-Vis spectra of the I-Cage-Azo in CD3OD at 298 K, using UV and Vis (inset) irradiation.

(C) The changes of the absorption band of azo molecule at 322 nm upon alternating irradiation by UV and visible light.

(D) Time-dependent 400 MHz 1H NMR spectra of I-Cage-Azo in CD3OD at 298 K, using UV and Vis-irradiation.

(E) Time-course plot of hydrogen generation frommethanolysis of ammonia borane (AB) in the presence of the Pt@I-Cage-Azo catalyst under irradiation

of Vis (blue line) and UV light (black line) at 298 K.

(F) Controlling the hydrogen generation rate from AB methanolysis by altering Vis and UV irradiation.

(G) Graphic representation for the photo-responsive trans/cis conversion in Pt@I-Cage-Azo. Under Vis-irradiation the Azo moieties surrounding the

cages mainly display the trans conformation (left), thus rendering additional accessible metal sites for the substrate to achieve high catalytic activity,

whereas, under UV irradiation, the Azo moieties mainly display cis conformation (right), thus blocking additional metal sites from being accessed by the

substrate, rendering the Pt@I-Cage-Azo with lower catalytic activity.
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scattering (DLS) measurements showed an increase in the average size (hydrody-

namic diameter) of Pt@I-Cage-Azo from 3.5 to 4.5 nm after Vis stimuli (Figures

S18 and S19), which is consistent with the cryo-EM results (Figure S14). Next, the

relative affinities of both cis- and trans-Azo for Pt@Cage were determined by means

of a competition test with a fluorescent probe 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid

(ANS) (Figure S20A), which was introduced into Pt@I-Cage-ANS by anion exchange

with Cl�. Note that ANS is barely fluorescent in pure water and is strongly fluorescent

in contact with hydrophobic moieties (Figure S2151). In this test, cis-Azo and trans-

Azo (Figure S22) were titrated separately to a HPEPES buffer (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid; 10 mM; pH, 7.0) aqueous solution of Pt@I-Cage-

ANS (1 mM) (Figures S20B and S21). At that concentration, Pt@I-Cage-ANS had

strong emissions because ANS can bind I-Cage through hydrophobic interactions

to significantly enhance the fluorescence, as shown in Figure S21. The addition of

increasing amounts of Azo anions resulted in the displacement of ANS in Pt@I-

Cage-ANS by an anion-exchange reaction, which could be detected by a decrease

in fluorescence intensity. The resulting displacement curves clearly showed that cis-

Azo has a higher affinity (�1.6 times) to I-Cage than that of trans-Azo (Figure S20).

Similar competition experiments with the fluorescent probe to reveal the affinity

of cis- and trans-Azo for nanoparticles were previously reported in a Au cluster

passivated by a monolayer of a surfactant system.36–43 We also use molecular dy-

namics (MD) simulation to reveal that cis-Azo has a higher affinity to I-Cage because

of the greater interaction energy (Figures S46 and S48A). It is reasonable that the less

affinity of trans-Azo to the cage will provide a better accessibility window for sub-

strates to contact metal sites (Figure 3G). Such a hypothesis was further demon-

strated theoretically by analyzing the effects of a configuration change for Azo on

the spatial arrangement around I-Cage via MD simulation (Videos S1 and S2). The

less-sterical hindrance of trans-Azo around the I-Cage was then revealed by an aver-

aged noncovalent interaction (NCI) analysis52 of Pt@I-Cage-Azo in the correspond-

ing configuration (Figure 4).

Adjustable catalytic performance of Au@I-Cage-Oct under pH-stimuli

condition

Such switching catalytic behavior can be generalized and expanded to alternative

stimuli, e.g., the pH for Au@I-Cage-Oct (Figure 5). The pH-stimuli-controlled cata-

lytic activity of Au@I-Cage-Oct was studied using a model reaction: the reduction

of 4-nitroaniline to 4-phenylenediamine by NaBH4 (Scheme S2). Figure 5A displays

a plot of �ln(Ct/C0) versus time, in which a pseudo-first-order rate constant was

determined. When catalyzed by the as-prepared Au@I-Cage-Oct, the reduction of

4-nitroaniline was completed in 27 min (Figure S23), with a reaction rate constant

(k) of 0.155 min�1. When treated by 1 molar equivalent H2SO4 (red dots) to proton-

ate the octylcarboxylate anion (�99% protonation according to pKa), the reaction

was completed in 8 min (Figure S24), along with a reaction rate constant of

0.518 min�1, which is much faster than the pristine Au@I-Cage-Oct. Alternatively,

when H2SO4 was replaced with HCl to protonate the octylcarboxylate anion, a

similar result was observed (Figure S25). Note: as a control experiment, before

and after adding 1 equivalent (eq.) of H2SO4 (molar ratio of nproton/nCl = 1:1), the

parent Au@I-Cage-Cl catalyst exhibited no activity difference toward the reduction

of 4-nitroaniline (Figures S26–S28). The pH-controlled catalytic activity of Au@I-

Cage-Oct was reversible by adding a base (Ba(OH)2) into the above solution to

simultaneously neutralize the HOct and remove the SO2�
4 anion in solution. (The final

pH value of the solution was 7.67, in a good agreement with the original one at

�7.62) (Figure S29). We speculate that the pH stimuli can alter the electrostatic inter-

action strength between the cationic I-Cage and the counter anions, which influence
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021



Figure 4. Color-filled reduced-density gradient isosurface and scatterplots depicting the average noncovalent interaction regions for the Pt@I-

Cage-Azo

(A–D) Color-filled reduced-density gradient (RDG) isosurface and scatterplots depicting the average noncovalent interaction (NCI) regions for (A and B)

Pt@I-Cage-Azo-trans and (C and D) Pt@I-Cage-Azo-cis. In the isosurface graphs, the blue-green-red color range, as shown in the color bar, was used to

describe the value of sign (l2)r from �0.03 to 0.02 a.u. Blue represents strong attractive interactions; green, van der Waals interactions; and red, the

steric effect. The dotted triangle indicatess the cage molecule scaffolding for clarity. On the scatter diagrams, the more scatter points distributed on the

line of 0.1 a.u. RDG, the stronger the corresponding interactions are.
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the contact efficiency between the metal site and the substrate (Figure 5B). Such a

hypothesis was supported by the cryo-EMmeasurements. A larger diameter was evi-

denced once after reducing the strength of the electrostatic interaction (3.4 G

0.40 nm for pristine Au@I-Cage-Oct and 4.5 G 0.40 nm after acid stimuli) (Figures

S30 and S31), whereas the size of MCs were kept constant in the HADDF-STEM an-

alyses (Figure S32). 1H DOSY NMR of the Au@I-Cage-Oct before and after acid stim-

uli (Figure S33 and S34) was also performed. The result shows that the Oct anions

diffused faster after acid stimuli of Au@I-Cage-Oct (D = 6.46 3 10�6 cm2 s�1) than

they did in the original (D = 4.35 3 10�6 cm2 s�1), indicating that the interaction be-

tween the Oct anions and the Au@Cage became weaker after acid stimuli of Au@I-

Cage-Oct. The DLS measurements showed an increase in the average size of the

Au@I-Cage-Oct from 3.2 to 4.5 nm after acid stimuli (Figures S35 and S36), which

is consistent with the cryo-EM results (Figures S30 and S31). The MD simulation re-

vealed that protonation of Oct leads to a weaker affinity to the I-Cage when

compared with that of the original (Figures S47 and S48B). Furthermore, the opti-

mized spatial arrangement and steric effect of the anions around the I-Cage were

identified by theoretical calculations (Figure S49; Note S1; Videos S3 and S4). The

decrease in the electrostatic attraction between the I-Cage and the counter anions

will expose more metal sites to the substrate, which enhances catalytic activity.
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021 7



Figure 5. pH-responsive catalytic performance of Au@I-Cage-Oct

(A) Kinetic plot of �ln(Ct/C0) versus time for the reduction of 4-nitroaniline to 4-phenylenediamine

catalyzed by Au@I-Cage-Oct and mediated by pH stimuli (black dot, original catalyst; red dot, after

adding acid).

(B) Graphic representation of the spatial arrangement of counteranions via pH stimuli in Au@I-

Cage-Oct.
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Tandem multi-stimuli-responsive catalysis

After success in single-stimulus-responsive catalysis, the tandem multi-stimuli-

responsive catalysis was carried out by exerting various external stimuli simulta-

neously. Because the carboxylate group containing the Azo anion is both pH and

light active, we conducted systematic control over the catalytic reaction in a pro-

grammable manner. Au@I-Cage-Azo was chosen to catalyze the model catalysis

of the reduction of 4-nitroaniline. Figure 6A displays plots of �ln(Ct/C0) versus

time for the reaction catalyzed by Au@I-Cage-Azo under varied stimuli conditions

(Figures S37–S44). The greatest catalytic activity for Au@I-Cage-Azo was achieved

by simultaneous Vis-irradiation and acid addition (black square), whereas the least

was from simultaneous UV irradiation and base addition (the violet inverted triangle).

(The Au cluster itself is inert to the change of light irradiation, as verified in Fig-

ure S45). The corresponding k values under different stimuli are listed in Table S2.

Such altered behavior activity is associated with the configuration and spatial

arrangement of Au@I-Cage-Azo by various dual stimuli. Based on the above-

mentioned stimuli-responsive behavior, the catalytic activity of Au@I-Cage-Azo to-

ward 4-nitroaniline reduction was further programmably controlled by light and

pH stimuli, in sequence, at different periods. As shown in Figure 6B, at the begin-

ning, the reaction was irradiated by Vis light for 2 min and showed a normal reaction

rate (monitored by the changing concentration of 4-nitroaniline via UV-vis spectra);

thereafter, the reaction was irradiated by UV light for 2 min, and the reaction was

observed to slow down. Afterward, by adding H2SO4 (1 eq. to the catalyst [cat.]),
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021



Figure 6. Tandem multi-stimuli responsive catalytic performance of Au@I-Cage-Azo

(A) Plots of �ln(Ct/C0) versus time for the reaction catalyzed by Au@I-Cage-Azo under various

stimuli conditions. Black squares represent Vis/acid conditions; red cycles, UV/acid conditions;

blue triangles, Vis conditions; and violet inverted triangles, UV condition.

(B) Programmable control over the catalytic activity by light and pH stimuli in sequence at different

periods.

(C) Graphic representation of the dual-stimuli-responsive behavior of the Azo anion around the

I-Cage.
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the reaction accelerated, and then, decelerated again, by adding Ba(OH)2 (1 eq. to

the cat.). Overall, the on-demand catalytic activity can be achieved by a combination

of specific external stimuli in sequence.

In conclusion, we have established a switching catalysis system by encapsulatingMC

inside cationic I-Cages paired with stimuli-responsive anions. The original catalyst

exhibits moderate catalytic activity toward the liquid phase catalytic reaction, e.g.,

the methanolysis reaction of AB (TOF: 31 min�1), and reduction of 4-nitroaniline
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100546, September 22, 2021 9
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(rate constant k of 0.155 min�1), and its catalytic properties can be manipulated via

external stimuli, such as light and pH, by reconfiguration/rearrangement of the

counter-anions around the I-Cage with several-fold enhancement (methanolysis re-

action of AB, TOF: 88 min�1, reduction of 4-nitroaniline, k = 0.518 min�1). Moreover,

programmable control over the activity by a combination of different stimuli in a

sequential manner is demonstrated. Such a catalytic system is valuable because of

some of the attractive features of the biological counterparts and may inspire re-

searchers to extend the concepts of programmable catalysis in future biomimetic

catalysts.
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